Grant Extension Request Form

Grant extension requests are common. Typically, there is no cost involved in the extension; it’s simply an extension of the deadline. If an extension is needed, the requester should complete this form providing the Grants Committee with the information necessary to arrive at a decision.

Requester’s Name:

School/University:

Submission Title:

Requester’s Email:

Year Grant Received: Project Period:

Type of Grant: (check one)

___ MNRS Dissertation Research Grant
___ MNRS Founders Circle Endowment
Fund
___ MNRS/CANS Dissertation Research Grant
___ MNRS/NLN Dissertation Research Grant

Grant

___ MNRS Seed Grant
___ MNRS New Investigator Seed Grant
___ MNRS Sally Lusk Grant
___ MNRS Joseph & Jean Buckwalter Grant

___ Other:

Principal Investigator’s Name:

Principal Investigator’s Email:

Current Due Date: Request Extension of Deadline To:

Explanation as to why an extension is requested:

Summarize the original aim/purpose/objective of the project:

Describe your “plan of action” moving forward (if extension granted):

Please complete and attach a revised timeline and budget form. *Template supplied.*

_______________________________  ________________________________
Signature of Requester          Signature of Principal Investigator

Please complete and return this form to the Executive Office. 
 at least three (3) months prior to current deadline.

Email form/responses to: info@mnrs.org
Fax this form to: 888-417-3311